English Fowling Gun style sideplate...............#SP-Fowl-MH-B or I
This attractive early sideplate has two bolt holes marked, ideally spaced for Chambers' Virginia Fowler lock, Early Ketland, or Davis' Tryon flint lock. Wax cast brass or steel.
#SP-Fowl-MH-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-Fowl-MH-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99

Germanic “Jaeger” style sideplate..............#SP-Jaeg-2-B, I or S
Large ball end sideplate fits our Jaeger, Christian's Spring, Twigg, and similar large flint locks. Thickness is .085”.
#SP-Jaeg-2-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-Jaeg-2-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99
#SP-Jaeg-2-S sideplate, wax cast silver only $14.99

Fowling Gun style sideplate......................#SP-Fowl-2-B, I or S
Use on fine rifles and small fowlers. Sized for L&R's Dickert or Siler's large lock, .085” thick. As cast lock bolt holes.
#SP-Fowl-2-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $14.99
#SP-Fowl-2-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $11.99
#SP-Fowl-2-S sideplate, wax cast silver only $14.99

Fowling Gun style sideplate......................#SP-Fowl-3-B or I
For a Jaeger, fowler or fancy longrifle. Fits Christian Springs, Twigg, Tryon, Lott and Jaeger size locks. Thickness is .118”.
#SP-Fowl-3-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $13.99
#SP-Fowl-3-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $10.99

French Fusil style sideplate......................#SP-Fin-B or I
French sideplate, with deep relief rococo scroll sculptured carving. Fits our Tulle, Jaeger, 1750, and similar large locks. Compare this exact full size photo to our lock plate photos. Holes clear #8-32 or #10-32 lock bolts.
#SP-Fin-B sideplate, wax cast brass only $13.99
#SP-Fin-I sideplate, wax cast steel only $10.99

We hate price increases, so we try to avoid them!
We change prices only when a manufacturer announces a price increase or decrease.
Commodity costs of metals, such as copper, which is used to produce brass are very volatile.
Prices can rise very unpredictably.
We increase prices reluctantly, because customers dislike price increases.
Prices Are Subject To Change Without Notice.
Visit our live web site to see current prices.